IONIQ 5
Tilbehør Norge/Accessories

Genuine

Bold. Assertive. Genuine.
Combining taut surfaces and wide purposeful stance, your IONIQ 5 is already a masterpiece of minimalistic design. Complementing this philosophy
our Genuine Accessories are designed and engineered to the identical rigorous standards. So not only do they make it easy to add your personal
touch, they always fit perfectly and will maintain the design purity of the IONIQ 5.

Genuine Wheels

Genuine Tow Bars

Bio-based Accessories

Structural integrity guaranteed by intensive testing

Rigorous testing as per the Original Equipment
Manufacturer standard

Made from up to 90% bio-based sources

Developed according to the Original Equipment
requirements
In line with Hyundai Original Equipment specifications
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CARLOS BC for bike carrier usage and CARLOS TC for
Trailer / Caravan usage ensuring complete safety
E-coat painting process for effective rust prevention

Designed for a perfect fit – Trunk liner, Trunk liner extension
and Front trunk liner
Support responsible production of bio-based plastics
according to ISCC requirements

Styling

Create your own difference.
Intensify the striking visual impact of your IONIQ 5 with lighting effects which are both stylish and practical. Or choose from design additions that have been specifically
created to complement the individual character of the IONIQ 5. The range includes door mirror caps, trim lines and decals in Piano black or Brushed aluminium finishes.

LED trunk and tailgate lights, 99652ADE00
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Styling

LED footwell illumination, blue, first row, 99650ADE20

LED footwell illumination, white, first row, 99650ADE20W

Sport grip pedal kit, GIF05AK010 (LHD)

LED trunk and tailgate lights

LED footwell illumination

Sport grip pedal kit

Never feel helpless again while trying to find some specific item in the dark. Or step
into something while doing so. The LED trunk and tailgate lights come to life as
soon as you open the tailgate. Enjoy perfect visibility in and outside your trunk!

Accentuate the premium flair of your cabin with concealed illumination of the
footwell. It creates a welcome glow of refined ambient light whenever the doors
are opened and closed. Available in stylish blue and classic white.

Treat your pedals to a sportier look. These metal sports pedals boast an
awesome sure-grip finish. GIF05AK010 (LHD), GIF05AK020 (RHD)
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Styling

Piano black

Side trim line, GI271ADE00BL

Tailgate trim line, GI491ADE00BL

Door mirror caps, GI431ADE00BL

Side trim line

Tailgate trim line

Door mirror caps

Bring more premium dynamism to the side panels of your IONIQ 5 with these piano black
side trim lines.

Superb elegance in every detail. This piano black strip brings a stylish
finishing touch to your tailgate.

Add a striking design detail to your car’s exterior with these piano black
door mirror caps.
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Exterior styling kit, GI300ADE00BL

Exterior styling kit: 1 Door mirror caps / 2 Side trim line / 3 Tailgate trim line
Stand out from the crowd with this head-turning range of the new IONIQ 5’s styling accessories. The styling kit consists of door mirror caps, side trim line
and tailgate trim line in piano black.
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Styling

Brushed aluminium optic

Side trim line, GI271ADE00BR

Tailgate trim line, GI491ADE00BR

Door mirror caps, GI431ADE00BR

Side trim line

Tailgate trim line

Door mirror caps

Bring more premium dynamism to the side panels of your IONIQ 5 with these brushed aluminium
optic side trim lines.

Superb elegance in every detail. This brushed aluminium optic strip brings
a stylish finishing touch to your tailgate.

Add a striking design detail to your car’s exterior with these brushed
aluminium optic door mirror caps.
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Exterior styling kit, GI300ADE00BR

Exterior styling kit: 1 Door mirror caps / 2 Side trim line / 3 Tailgate trim line
Stand out from the crowd with this head-turning range of the new IONIQ 5’s styling accessories. The styling kit consists
of door mirror caps, side trim line and tailgate trim line in bushed aluminium optic.
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Styling

Decals, sport stripes, white, GI200ADE00WH

Decals, sport stripes, black, GI200ADE00BL

Decals, sport stripes
Enhance the flow with these head-turning sport stripes designed to highlight the sculpted upper waistline.
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Wheels

Distinctive. Strong. Aerodynamic.
Our Genuine wheels uniquely meet the special requirements of your IONIQ 5. This means that they all have the necessary load-bearing capacity and
they all deliver highly efficient aerodynamic performance. And last, but not least, all of our wheels look great, whichever design you choose.

1. Alloy wheel 19″, Yangju GI400ADE09

4. Alloy wheel 20″, Yongin GI400ADE20BC

7. Alloy wheel kit 19”, QMIONIQ19

1. Alloy wheel 19″, Yangju
19″ five spoke silver alloy wheel, 7.5Jx19, suitable for 235/55 R19 tyres.
Cap included, original nuts can be used.
2. Alloy wheel 19″, Yangju
19″ five spoke bicolour matt finish alloy wheel, 7.5Jx19, suitable
for 235/55 R19 tyres. Cap included, original nuts can be used.
2. Alloy wheel 19″, Yangju GI400ADE09BC

5. Alloy wheel 20″, Yongin GI400ADE20GR

3. Alloy wheel kit 19″
19″ alloy wheel, 7.5Jx19, suitable for 235/55 R19 tyres. Cap and nuts
are included. Available from Q4 2021.
4. Alloy wheel 20″, Yongin
20″ bicolour alloy wheel, 8.5Jx20, suitable for 255/45R20 tyres.
Cap included, original nuts can be used.

Locking wheel nuts and key
These locking wheel nuts provide reliable protection against theft.
Enjoy the peace of mind of knowing that your alloy wheels are
staying right where they belong. 99490ADE50 (not shown)
TPMS – Tyre Pressure Monitoring System
Make safety and driving efficiency a top priority, with genuine sensors
for optimum tyre functionality. The TPMS kit lets you monitor air pressure
levels in your tyres at all times. Set of 4. Q5H40AK000 (not shown)
Wheel storage bags
Set of 4 wheel storage bags to keep your wheels, clothing and your
storage place clean. They also protect car interior during transportation.
Adjustable – one size fits all (up to 255/45 R20).

5. Alloy wheel 20″, Yongin
20″ graphite alloy wheel, 8.5Jx20, suitable for 255/45 R20 tyres.
Cap included, original nuts can be used.
6. Alloy wheel kit 20″
20″ alloy wheel, 8.5Jx20, suitable for 255/45 R20 tyres.
Cap and nuts are included. Available from Q4 2021.

3. Alloy wheel kit 19″, GIF40AK000
(Limited availability)
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6. Alloy wheel kit 20″, GIF40AK010
(Limited availability)

7. Alloy wheel 19”
Diamont Cut 19″ five spoke diamond cut, black polished finish
alloy wheel, 7.5Jx19, suitable for 235/55 R19 tyres.
Cap included, original nuts can be used.
Wheel storage bags, 99495ADB00

Comfort

The comfort of convenience.
We all find our comfort in different ways. But the convenience of ultra-fast charging will be enjoyed by all. And your IONIQ 5
also offers a range of accessories that contribute to the well-being of everyone on board. From the luxury of frost-free windows
on winter mornings to extra stowage and entertainment.

Fast-charging

Charging cable, Mode 3
Fast charging (AC) your new IONIQ 5 could not be easier and
faster. The charging cable, Mode 3 is equipped with Type 2 plugs
at both ends and can be used for the day-to-day charging at
public and domestic charging points that provide Type 2 sockets.
High-grade materials make this charging cable extremely resistant to severe twisting or bending and extensive weatherproofing excludes the possibility of corrosion. Secure automatic locking to both the car and the charging point is provided by the
Type 2 plugs.
99632ADE003A (Type 2, Mode 3, 3-phase, 5m)
99632ADE003B (Type 2, Mode 3, 3-phase, 7,5m)
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Comfort
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Comfort
Rear seat entertainment cradle for iPad®
Movies, apps, music and more. Your backseat passengers
can enjoy full iPad® use with this cradle, conveniently
mounted on the front seat back. It can be tilted and rotated
for the perfect viewing angle. 99582ADE01
Business suit hanger
Crease-free clothing on arrival. Attach it easily to the front
seat, then hang it in your office or hotel room. Must be
removed if the rear seat is occupied. 99770ADE10

Ice / sunscreen, GI723ADE00

Trunk organizer, foldable, 99123ADE00

Dog guard, GI150ADE00

Ice / sunscreen

Trunk organizer, foldable

Dog guard

Comfort and visibility, all year round. This screen shields your cabin from heat
build-up on sunny days and prevents ice forming on your windscreen in
freezing temperatures.

Perfect for quickly organizing and securing any kind of supplies, folding away flat
making room for your next errand. With practical carrying straps and handholds for
convenient transport outside your car. Branded with Hyundai logo.

More comfort for passengers and a pet dog. Fitting perfectly between your IONIQ 5
rear seatbacks and the roof, the easy-to-install grid is designed to keep a pet and
cargo in the trunk area without restricting the driver’s rearward view.
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Transport

The freedom to take life with you.
Predictable or not, the need to take care of different tasks each day is now a regular part of everyday life. Fortunately our
Genuine Accessories provide a variety of solutions for all kinds of challenges and opportunities. Our retractable tow bar
is just one item that can inspire you to broaden your horizons.

Yakima takstativer
11009210 FlushBar Black
11009247 FlushBar Silver
11009202 ThruBar Black
11009240 ThruBar Silver
Bike carrier Active

Bike carrier Pro

Ski & snowboard carrier 600

Bike carrier Active
All the biking pleasure, with minimum loading effort. This carrier makes
it so easy with its quick-lock frame holder, smart wheel holders and adjustable quick-release straps. It can carry up to 17 kg and features a secure
lock too.
99700ADE10
Bike carrier Pro
Reduce the effort of loading and unloading on your next cycle trip with
this premium carrier. Simply place your bike on the frame holder and
you can adjust and secure it single-handedly at roof level using the convenient rotary knobs. Carries up to 20 kg. Lockable for added security.
99700ADE00
Ski & snowboard carrier 400 & 600
The family-friendly solution to action packed winter holidays. The “Ski &
snowboard carrier 400” for up to 4 pairs of skis or 2 snowboards is fast
and convenient to fit, and can even be locked to keep your gear secure.
For even more storage space you can opt for the “Ski & snowboard carrier
600” for up to 6 pairs of skis or 4 snowboards.
99701ADE00 (600)
99701ADE10 (400)

Ski & snowboard carrier 400
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Bike carrier for all tow bars
On day cycle trips or biking holidays, this carrier takes all the hassle out of loading and unloading. It
carries two bikes with a maximum payload of 60kg. Compact and theft-resistant, you can even open
the tailgate with your bikes on the back!
Bike carrier for all tow bars, E823055001 (LHD)

Transport

Tow bar wiring kit, 13-pole and 7-pole
Installation uses original vehicle connectors and a multi-functional trailer module which amplifies all necessary signals.
Compatible with both conventional bulb and LED trailer lights and featuring audible warning for trailer turn indicator or
brake light malfunction.
Also features warning via buzzer when indicator and brake lights are broken. The rear fog lamp of the vehicle is automatically
switched off when a trailer or bike carrier is connected. The 13-pole based system is ready to manage all modern caravan
functions. To ensure full functionality, +15/+30 is already included in the wiring.
Tow bar, retractable (semi-electric):
13-pole: GI624ADE00*

Tow bar, detachable, GI281ADE00

Tow bar, detachable
Detachable and above all dependable: You can rely on this corrosion-resistant steel tow bar to transport your cargo securely and
efficiently. Featuring a 3-ball locking system, it can be simply detached. Maximum payload for bike carrier usage is 75kg
including bike carrier weight.

Tow bar, detachable:
13-pole: GI621ADE00PC* (waterproof socket housing)
7-pole: GI620ADE00PC* (with drainage holes to prevent water accumulation)
Based on your actual tow bar usage, adapters are available to temporarily change 7-pole to 13-pole or vice versa.
13-pole (vehicle) to 7-pole (trailer/caravan) adapter: E919999137
7-pole (vehicle) to 13-pole (trailer/caravan) adapter: 55622ADB00
*GI624ADE00, GI621ADE00PC and GI620ADE00PC are compatible for vehicles with trailer package (option code VGXD04).
Please consult your dealer for further information.

Trailer/Caravan

Bike carrier

Towing capacity up to 1600kg depending on vehicle variant

Vertical max. load 75kg

Tow bar, retractable (semi-electric), GI284ADE00
Tow bar, retractable (semi-electric)
Would you like to combine even more comfort with efficient transportation? This top-quality, semi-electric tow bar can be
deployed and retracted via a switch located in the trunk. A flashing LED in the push button & a buzzer sound indicates that the
tow ball is unlocked. The tow ball needs to be manually swivelled once it is unlocked for “OUT” (usage) or “IN” (stowed away)
position. Several safety measures to prevent unsafe operating situation. Completely out of sight when not in use. Maximum payload for bike carrier usage is 75 kg including bike carrier weight. Compatible for vehicles with trailer package option code
VGXD04. Can only be installed in combination with tow bar wiring kit GI624ADE00.

Push button for tow bar
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Protection

High quality deserves the best care.
Your IONIC 5 will quickly become an active part of your life, whether it involves regular shopping trips or a challenging visit to a Do-It-Yourself store.
So we offer a wide range of purpose-made accessories to help keep it in showroom condition throughout the year.

Textile floor mats, velour, GI143ADE00 & GI143ADE05

Textile floor mats, standard, GI141ADE00

All weather mats, GI131ADE00 & GI131ADE05

Textile floor mats, velour

Textile floor mats, standard

All weather mats

Introduce a good-looking yet hard-wearing floor covering to your vehicle in high
quality velour. The tailor-made mats feature the IONIQ logo in the front row and
are held in place with fixing points and anti-slip backing.
GI143ADE00 (LHD, for vehicleswith fixed centre console)
GI143ADE05 (LHD, for vehicles with sliding centre console)

Guard your cabin floor from everyday wear, with this protective covering of
hardwearing needle felt. Made-to-measure, featuring the IONIQ logo in the
driver’s mat and anti-slip backing.
GI141ADE00 (LHD, for vehicles with fixed centre console)

However extreme the weather, however extreme your adventure, these durable and
easy-to-clean floor mats form a protective layer against wet, muddy or sandy shoes.
GI131ADE00 (LHD, for vehicles with fixed centre console)
GI131ADE05 (LHD, for vehicles with sliding centre console)
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Protection

Trunk mat, GI120ADE00 and Bumper flap for trunk mat, 55120ADE00

Trunk liner, GI122ADE00E

Trunk liner extension, GI128ADE00E

Front trunk liner, GI126ADE00E

Trunk liner

Trunk liner extension

Trunk mat

Front trunk liner

From gardening tools to family pets – some cargo can be
potentially wet or grimy. Made from 80 % bio-based sources
this semi-rigid, anti-slip and waterproof liner with raised
edges will keep your trunk clean. GI122ADE00E (optimized to
fit with the rear seat backrest in the middle position)

Specially designed to keep the backs of your folded rear seats
in top condition when carrying potentially damaging long
and rough items. Easy fixation with Velcro. Made from 90%
bio-based sources. GI128ADE00E

Made-to-measure, made-to-protect. No matter what your
cargo, this high-quality velour mat keeps your trunk looking
like new for longer. With press buttons for fixation of the
fold-out bumper flap for extra protection. GI120ADE00 (trunk
mat), 55120ADE00 (bumper flap for trunk mat)

A perfectly fitting protective liner for the front trunk, located
under the hood of 2WD models. Made from 90% bio-based
sources. GI126ADE00E (only for 2WD)
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Safety & Care

Take care of your loved ones.
Make sure you are prepared for the unexpected with practical items on board that can provide protection in unforeseen situations – anytime, anywhere.

Warning triangle
Stay safe when stranded. This high-visibility warning triangle
makes sure approaching motorists see you in time. Lightweight,
stable and foldable, it is also compliant with the latest ECE-R27
standard, a legal requirement in most European countries.
Safety vest
Maximum visibility for maximum safety, all day and night. This
neon vest with reflective strips lets other motorists see you
from a distance if you have to leave your IONIQ 5. It complies
with EN 20471, a legal requirement in most European countries.
One size fits all.
Safety bag
Enjoy the added peace of mind of having this safety bag on
board. This safety bag contains two safety vests, a warning
triangle and a first aid kit that complies with current DIN 13164:
2014, a legal requirement in several European countries.

Warning triangle, 99942ADE00

Safety vest, 99941ADE00
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Safety bag, 99940ADE00

Safety & Care

Summer car care kit, LP974APE102H

Winter car care kit, LP973APE109H

Ice scraper with glove, LP950APE01H

Glasscoat, LP982APE1GOLH

Summer car care kit

Ice scraper with glove

This kit contains a bottle of concentrated summer screen wash to keep your view of the road crystal-clear and smear-free.
The insect remover spray removes stubborn insect remains from the windscreen and headlights. Formulated especially
for alloy wheels, the rim cleaner spray simplifies the removal of brake dust and grime. The extra sponge helps to wipe away
tough blemishes from glass surfaces.

Convenience without the cold chill. Keep your hand dry and warm while scraping snow and ice from your windscreen.

Winter car care kit
This kit contains a bottle of concentrated winter screen wash to ensure that your wipers run smoothly over the windscreen.
Plus a windscreen de-icer pump spray that helps to clear frozen windows and prevent re-icing. An ice scraper speeds up the
removal of ice, and a sponge wipes away condensation from the windows.

Glasscoat
More protection, more shine: The advanced glasscoat formula shields your exterior from the effects of pollution, solvent,
road salt, car washes and bird deposits – no waxing required. You can even use it to keep your carpets and upholstery clean
from everyday dirt and stains.
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Dealer stamp

Hyundai Motor Norway
www.hyundai.no
Denne brosjyren er tilpasset det norske markedet.
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